Not a Fan of Artiﬁcial Divisions
I’m not a fan of the trend on social media to create artiﬁcial divisions to pit people against
each other. A recent example is the condescending remark “OK boomer.”
This phrase is commonly used against anyone assumed to be a “baby boomer,” or who
simply isn’t as “progressive” and “enlightened” as those weaned on “social justice” might
prefer.
If someone points out problems with socialism, with basing legislation on sexual identity
issues, with climate change prescriptions to be imposed on society through the “New
Green Deal,” or with other topics that have been politicized, they are likely to be dismissed
with this comment.
As if they are cute for being too old and backward to be taken seriously.
Why encourage this type of division? There are endless ways to categorize and divide
people: generations, races, sexes, Democrat and Republican. Those who crave more
control will back whichever side begs for more legislation. They will encourage them to
ﬁght and ridicule anyone who opposes handing government more control.
It’s why government loved “Baby Boomers” as long as they were useful — begging for
more government programs and spending — but was happy to throw them under the bus
when a new generation began to beg for “social justice” legislation the older generation
saw as going too far.
“Social justice” was too good an excuse for more government control; it couldn’t be
ignored.
Climate change seems to be an equally popular excuse.
Government supremacists seek to divide and conquer with whatever divisions can be
imagined, created, magniﬁed, or exaggerated.
The truth is, it’s not “Republican versus Democrat,” Baby Boomer against Generation Z,
“black” against “white,” male versus female versus whatever else you imagine exists. It
has always come down to those who want people to be herded, numbered, controlled,
governed, and enslaved against those who recognize the equal and identical rights of all
humanity and the liberty that comes from this truth.
It has always been the rulers against the people.
Increased government power depends on hiding truth from you. It depends on giving you

imaginary enemies to keep you too ﬂustered to realize who your real enemy is.
Instead of dividing, I try to support anyone I think is right, even if I am hard on them when
they are wrong. I don’t fault people for who they are; only for what they do when what they
do violates the liberty of others.
I’d much rather explain my reasons in either case than to dismiss people with an
intentionally condescending catchphrase.

